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Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent

Corn traders and market observers expected today’s USDA Crop Progress Report to state the national (18-state)
corn crop condition reading at 57% good-to-excellent (G/E) as of August 18, unchanged from last week. The official
result varied only slightly, slipping 1% to 56% G/E on today’s report, so the result may support futures somewhat.
Although the dip was seasonal in nature, the latest still seems rather impressive given the extremely tough start to
this year’s growing season and year-ago and 10-year average levels for mid-August at 68% and 63% G/E,
respectively. The state readings make one wonder why the 18-state average didn’t decline more significantly, since
only 4 states saw weekly increases, whereas 11 suffered declines and 3 were unchanged. Pennsylvania lost 6
percentage points to 75% G/E, and Tennessee and Texas respectively suffered 4-point losses to 84% and 52% G/E.
North Carolina did post a 4-point gain to 43% G/E. The likely reason for the limited decline came from the “I-states,”
with the Illinois rating improving 2 points to 42% G/E, Indiana losing just 1 to 32% and Iowa unchanged at 65% G/E.
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With the corn crop having essentially completed silking, the industry’s focus is shifting to the percentage of the crop in
dent stage. The USDA report stated the 18-state total at 15% dented. That more than doubled the previous figure at
7%, but fell far short of last year’s figure at 41% and well short of the 5- and 10-year averages, both at 30% as of mid-
August. This 15% lag from the norm again serves as proof of the lateness of the crop, although one might argue the
crop is catching up to normal somewhat, since the second report on corn silking from July 14 was 22 behind the 10-
year average at that time. As one would expect, the latest crops planted and silked are also the slowest to dent, with
none dented in North Dakota and just 1% dented in Michigan and Minnesota. Conversely, the North Carolina (84%)
and Texas (80%) crops are furthest along. They’re actually ahead of their 5-year norms.
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Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent

The USDA’s crop scouts seem to be having a hard time judging the condition of the 2019 cotton crop, as indicated by 
another big weekly swing. That is, after climbing steadily early in the growing season, the national (15-state) reading dove 7 
percentage points on August 3, rebounded 2 points last Sunday, then plunged another 7 points to just 49% good-to-excellent 
(G/E) yesterday. Now after being rated well above normal previously, this latest reading is “just” 7 points over the year-ago 
figure and matches the 10-year average at 49%. Given its dominance in the acreage department, it’s no wonder that shifts in 
the Texas reading are essentially driving the recent cumulative changes. That is, the latest Texas reading at 42% G/E fell 
10% from the week prior and down 17% from the last Sunday in July. Other state ratings were quite variable, with the 
California reading jumping 10% to 45% G/E, whereas Tennessee and Arizona, both now at 65% G/E, losing 15% and 14%, 
respectively.
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Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent

As of 8/18, the U.S. rice crop condition was rated 68% good and excellent (G/E). Although it is two points
lower than last week’s rating, this figure is only one point lower than the 10-year average and 4 points lower
than last year’s exceptional crop. This report should not affect rice futures much. Looking at individual states,
three decreased their rating, one increased and two remained the same. Arkansas, where most of the crop
grows, lost the most points at -5%. Mississippi fell 4%, and Missouri went down 1%. Louisiana was the only
state to increase, up two points to 65%; and Texas and California stayed the same as last week.
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Rice harvest is off to a somewhat slow start this year, although it’s only 2 points lower than the 10-year
average and 4 points under last year’s progress. Four of the six states have not begun harvest yet: Arkansas
(5-year average is 2%), California (0% 5-yr. avg), Mississippi (3% 5-yr. avg.), and Missouri (0% 5 yr. avg.). In
Louisiana, 50% of the crop is harvested, which is 7 points below average; and in Texas, harvest is 36%
complete, 18 points behind the five-year average. These completion rates don’t matter as much to the overall
total because of the smaller amount of rice grown there than in other states the USDA considers.
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As of 8/18, the U.S. soybean crop was rated 53% good and excellent, one point lower than last week and than analysts’ 
expectations. In a year that has been slow for soybean producers, watching the condition continue to stay lower than average 
may be worrisome for many producers. The 10-year average is 62% G/E, and last year was 65% G/E. Looking at individual 
states, 11 reported a decrease in conditions, while 5 increased and 2 had no change. Ohio’s crop is still in the worst condition at 
29% G/E. The biggest drop happened in Tennessee, where the crop has been healthy all season, now down 7% to 74% G/E. 
Other big decreases came for Arkansas (-4%, 55% G/E), Kentucky (-4%, 67% G/E) and Michigan (-4%, 41% G/E). The story in 
Illinois this week is that the crop improved one point to 40% G/E; and in Iowa, the crop rating decreased 3 points to 61% G/E. 
This week, the Pro Farmer Crop Tour scouts are in the fields, so it will be interesting to see what they experience first-hand with 
the soybean crop. The best improvement for soybeans came in North Carolina this week, up 7 points to 62% G/E. 

Soybean Crop Condition
Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent
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The USDA cut its six-state rating for the U.S. spring wheat crop 4 percentage points last week, but it boosted that figure 1% 
to 70% good-to-excellent (G/E) for August 18. That topped industry expectations pointing to the loss of another percentage 
point, so the result may weigh upon HRS futures in the forthcoming trading session. This latest result fell 4% below the year-
ago figure, but it topped the 10-year average by the same degree. The state breakdown was remarkably stable versus the 
week-ago figure, with the Minnesota (at 83% G/E), Montana (61%) and North Dakota (71%) all coming in unchanged from 
last week. The Idaho figure at 69% slipped 1 percentage point, and the Washington figure fell 2% to 64%. The driver of the 
overall increase came from South Dakota (67%), which rose 5% from the week prior. Given the delayed nature of this year’s 
plantings, the USDA will issue another condition rating again next week.
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The industry was expecting today’s USDA report to state the national (six-state) spring wheat harvest as being 18%
complete as of Sunday (8/18). The official figure actually came in at 16% done, so this figure may offset any bearish
effects exerted by the firm condition rating. Still, a comparison to the year-ago and five- and 10-year averages, at
56% indicates a harvest that is lagging rather severely. This probably won’t matter unless the region gets swamped
by rain in the near future, but it certainly is distinctive. As for the various states, the Idaho and South Dakota harvests
are leading at 27% complete, whereas combining in North Dakota (12%) and Minnesota (14%) are lagging
somewhat.
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As of Sunday, farmers had harvested 93% of the winter wheat crop, advancing just 4 points from last week. This figure is one
point under analysts’ expectations. Although producers are nearing the end of the harvesting season, they are still not caught
up to the 10-year average or last year’s percentage of 97% complete for both. Best progress in the week was made in Idaho
(24%), Montana (18%), Oregon (18%), Washington (13%) and South Dakota (8%). No new states have been added to the
list of “finished with the 2019 harvest campaign” in today’s USDA report. But Colorado (97% complete), Nebraska (96%
complete) and Michigan (95% complete) are getting close. Progress is still lagging the five-year average by double digits in
several states: Idaho (-22%), Montana (-13%), South Dakota (-19%) and Washington (-18%). This will be the last week for
Doane to cover the winter wheat harvest.
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The map displays the percent of normal precipitation over the past week. Although condition losses of one point of good plus
excellent for both corn and soybeans were reported, it was a favorable weather week for many areas of the Midwest that had
been experiencing an extended period of below average rainfall for the better part of one month. Nearly all areas of the
Midwest received rains, and for the most part, above average. The map indicates the main exceptions being much of Michigan
and eastern Wisconsin down into northern Illinois. Most of the central and eastern Midwest rains fell over the weekend. Central
to southern Iowa saw weekend rains of 1 to 2 inches generally and some areas up to 3 inches. Across Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio, there were lots of 0.5 to 1.5 totals, and northwest Ohio up to 2 inches. Some portion of these weekend rains occurred
later on Sunday and past the cutoff for the map analysis. We will see those later totals show up on next week’s summary map.
It may be that the corn and soybean condition setbacks effectively occurred ahead of relief found in the weekend rains.
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The map above displays Monday’s seven-day rainfall forecast to next Monday morning. The southwestern
Midwest finds the most rains on the forecast maps. Iowa, Nebraska, eastern Kansas and northern Missouri will
see rains over the upcoming weekdays. At the same time, the northern Plains and the northern tier of Midwest
states will see limited rains, as will be the case for much of the eastern Midwest. Rains projected for the northern
Midwest are expected later this week into the weekend. The Great Lakes region is expected to remain on the dry
side of normal. Frontal activity from Missouri to the East Coast will boost more rains for Missouri and the middle
and lower Missouri River Valley, painting it the wettest for the week in the Midwest. The front moves
southeastward later in the weekend. Between early and late week rains, the Southeast is expected to accumulate
significant totals also.
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